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1 De oorzaken van de lage landbouwproduktie in Afrika hebben een dusdanig
karakter dat de discussie over de prioriteit van toegepast versus fundamenteel
landbouwkundig onderzoek weinig zinvol is.
Eicher, C.K., 1986. Transforming African Agriculture. The Hunger Project Papers no 4.
CGIAR/TAC, 1985. TAC review of CGIAR priorities and future strategies, TAC secretariat, Rome.

2 Het belang van knolgewassen wordt in de door de Wereldbank gepubliceerde
geaggregeerde cijfers over de voedselbescbikbaarheid per hoofd van de
Afrikaanse bevolking, onvoldoende verdisconteerd. Hierdoor, en ook door
het feit dat zij zijn gebaseerd op gegevens verzameld door nationale
overheden, zijn deze cijfers misleidend.
World Bank, 1981. Accelerated Development in sub-Sahara Africa. Washington.
World Bank, 1984. Towards sustained development in sub-Sahara Africa. Washington.

3 De vergelijking van gewasopbrengsten zonder specificatie van het teeltsysteem waar deze gewassen deel van uit maken, heeft slechts beperkte waarde.
4 De door Ruthenberg gedefinieerde overgang van zwerfbouw- naar
braaksystemen bij een R > 33, moet slechts als een grove indicatie worden
opgevat en niet als een aanwijzing voor structurele verschillen.
Ruthenberg, H., 1980. Farming Systems in the Tropics. Oxford, Clarendon Press.

5 Indien het juist is dat het oogsten van cassavebladeren de symptomen van
cassave mozaiek virus in verhoogde mate tot expressie brengt, vormt dit een
additionele reden om verbeterde variëteiten in een vroeg stadium te screenen
op velden van boeren.
Verhoyen, M., 1978. Some observations on cassava mosaic in Zaire. In: Maraite, H. & J.A.
Meyer, 1978. Diseases of tropical food crops. Symposium Proceedings, Louvain-la-Neuve,pp
71-84.

o ln zijn algemeenheid doet de 'harvest index' als selectie-parameter bij
veredeling van tropische voedselgewassen onvoldoende recht aan de wijze
waarop deze gewassen door boerenhuishoudens worden gebruikt.
7 De keuze van lokale controlevariëteiten en plantverbanden in proeven waarbij
verbeterde en lokale variëteiten worden vergeleken, dient met grote
zorgvuldigheid te gebeuren.
Harrington, L. & R. Tripp, 1984. Recommendationdomains: aframeworkfor on-farm research.
CIMMYT Economics program working paper 2/84.

8 Het begrip 'recommendation domain' ter aanduiding van homogene
categorieën boeren berust op een cirkelredenering.
9 Kennis van en inzicht in teelt- en landbouwbedrijfssytemen in Nederland is
ook voor tropische plantentelers van belang.
10 Het opvallende van het begrip 'kennissystemen' is dat het hier noch kennis
noch systemen betreft.
11 De invoering van recombinant DNA-technieken kan niet gerechtvaardigd
worden met een beroep op de mogelijke positieve effecten op het wereldvoedselvraagstuk.
Eindrapport van de Brede Recombinant-DNA commissie, 1983.

12 Het belang van vrouwen is zelden gediend met het opnemen van aparte
stellingen of hoofdstukken over dit onderwerp.
13 Om de opera voor een groter publiek aantrekkelijk te maken, wordt van
verschillende zijden, onder andere door de intendant van de Brusselse Opera,
voorgesteld om de tekst van het libretto boven het podium te projecteren. De
achterliggende suggestie, dat bijvoorbeeld de aria 'Casta Diva' door Maria
/
Callas dankzij een scherm met digitale letters toegankelijker had kunnen
/
worden, is onverdraaglijk.
/

/
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'Agriculture had to be "industrialized", a writer said one day in Elima (the
official newspaper in Zaire), but not in the way "the old colonialists and their
disciples have preached". The Belgians failed because they were too
theoretical, too removed from the peasants, whom they considered
"ignorant" and "irrational". In Zaire, as in China, according to this writer, a
sound agriculture could only be based on traditional methods. Machines were
not necessary. They were not always suited to the soil; tractors, for instance,
often made the soil infertile.
Two days later there was another article in Elima. It was no secret, the writer
said, that the agriculturists of the country cultivated only small areas and that
their production was "minimal". Modern machines had to be used: North
Korean experts were coming to show the people how. And there was a large
photograph of a tractor, a promise of the future.
About agriculture, as about so many things, as about the principles of
government itself, there is confusion.'
V.S. Naipaul, A NewKingfortheCongo. (1975)
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PREFACE AND ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A little over seven years ago, I arrived in the Kwango-Kwilu, in central Zaire,
in order to participate in a FAO project that was to investigate the agricultural
and rural development potential of the region. For a number of reasons, I
soon found myself as practically the only member of what should have been an
international multidisciplinary field team. In close collaboration with several
Zairois colleagues from the Ministry of Agriculture I was asked to deal with
agricultural and rural development in an area of about 167,000 km .
What initially seemed an impossible task, slowly turned out to be a blessing in
disguise. In a vast region where facilities for research and extension were very
limited, I had to work out creative solutions. Close collaboration with
non-governmental organizations, agronomic trials on farmers' fields and
women as 'barefoot' extension workers would not have been part of'my bag of
tricks', had conditions been easier. It was the process of trying to bring about
some changes in agricultural production that increased my understanding of
the complex factors involved in crop production. The saying that one can only
understand a system by trying to change it, frequently crossed my mind those
years.
This book reflects this process of trial and error and the attempt to think in a
multidisciplinary way. Its genesis is therefore very different from many
academic studies. Rather than starting from a clearly defined research
purpose and focusing for a number of years on the same few trial fields or
villages, the research was inspired by the multitude of practical issues. These
ranged from logistical problems to questions about the incidence of cassava
pests and diseases, the marketing infrastructure in the region, and, in
particular, the issue of shifting cultivation. The most frustrating problem was
that so little was known about agriculture, or anything else for that matter, in
the Kwango-Kwilu. There was no body of knowledge, no 'on the shelf'
technology or even a diagnosis of the constraints on cassava production.
Statistics were hard to come by and usually highly questionable. There was
hardly a possibility to conduct serious research on, for example, soil fertility.
2
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There were very few knowledgeable people to consult, but for the fanners,
and in particular the women, who provided me with many answers and even
more questions.
It slowly dawned upon me, that I was witnessing a process of rapid change in
shifting cultivation, resulting from an adaptation to external pressures to
produce a surplus for a growing urban and rural population. One related
puzzling issue was that of per capita food production in the Kwango-Kwilu
region. Whereas aggregate figures for Zaire and the continent as a whole show
declining per capita food availability, the evidence from the Kwango-Kwilu
suggested that production did not decrease. On the contrary, since 1960 the
region had become a great exporter of food. The leading question became,
therefore, through what changes in shifting cultivation the region had been
able to produce this food surplus. Cassava apparently played a great role in
this process of adapatation.
The extent of the changes in shifting cultivation may be illustrated by the
following event, which took place approximately one year after my anival in
Zaire. Walking on the vast table lands near Kwenge in the central KwangoKwilu, I came upon a field where a young woman was hoeing. Dutifully, I
questioned her about the field and the crops she was planning to grow.
Surprised at the fact that she was not making any ridges, which was curcent
practice in the savanna, if not in the forest, I asked her why. She said that she
did not know how to make ridges. 'But surelyyour mother must have skownyou
how to do so?' She replied: 'My mother did not have savanna fields.'

Indeed, many things seemed to be changing: farmers' cultural practices,
cassava varieties, crop sequences, yields. It was often difficult to observe these
developments, however, as they had taken place so unobtrusively that they
were not documented by anybody. In nearly every respect I was at a loss,
because there were no quantitative data to underpin any of my impressions.
Evidence was at best circumstantial, and even today some of my conclusions
need to remain speculations. In order to gain a clearer perspective, I tried to
understand the historical development of agriculture in the Kwango-Kwilu,
reading many of the handwritten reports by the first Belgian agronomists who
had worked in the region. I also conducted group interviews with young
women farmers and their mothers or grandmothers.
While much evidence seemed to point to changes in shifting cultivation, this
evidence was of a diverse nature. It ranged for example from changing
agricultural and pricing policies to shifts in fallow vegetation. What I needed,
therefore, was a framework to deal with this diversity of data in order to
include the technical as well as the socio-economic aspects of agriculture.
About halfway through my four years' assignment (1979-1983), I was invited
to attend a conference on on-farm experimentation at the International
Institute of Tropical Agriculture in Ibadan. This was my first introduction to
12

farming systems research, of which, in the isolation of bush life in Zaire, I was
completely ignorant. To my amazement, I was told by several people that my
work was an interesting example of farming systems research. This provided
sufficient encouragement for me to read through a great deal of farming
systems research literature. It certainly was challenging and helpful, yet
farming systems research did not seem to provide the framework that I
needed. In the Kwango-Kwilu, I was dealing with shifting cultivation under
very marginal conditions of soil fertility and rapid demographic change. I was
uncertain whether farming systems research with its stepwise approach to
agricultural technology could provide solutions in such a case.
Although, after my departure from Zaire, I had intended to look more closely
at gender issues in agricultural production, I increasingly found myself
turning to the fundamentals of farming systems research. I was frustrated by
the vagueness of the concept of farming system, by the arbitrary way in which
variables and parameters were sometimes defined. My problem statement
shifted to the definition of a general systems framework that was relevant to
shifting cultivation and allowed me to understand the changes that had taken
place in the Kwango-Kwilu and other parts of Central Africa.
This book aims to do two things. Firstly, it attempts to develop a general
systems approach to changes in shifting cultivation. In itself, the application
of systems theory to agriculture is not new. What is new, I think, is the way in
which I have tried to apply systems theory to shifting cultivation, not as an
academic exercise, but with a view to formulating a framework for
agricultural technology development. Secondly, this book provides a case
study of shifting cultivation from an area which is rather typical of humid
tropical Africa. It shows how and with what effects a shifting cultivation
system has changed over the last thirty years. It also discusses the implications
for technology development, in particular for cassava research.
The methodological and technical objectives are intertwined and cannot easily
be separated, as will become apparent in the text. It is not my objective to test
the analytical framework I am proposing. Such an undertaking would be
impossible with the current set of data which has been used to identify the
analytical framework.
The limitations of this study are several, and concern content as well as
methodology. Firstly, the interdisciplinary approach does not always do
justice to the complexity of disciplinary problems. Secondly, due to either the
absence of quantitative data, or the limited validity of many of the existing
statistical and survey data, no statistical treatment of the data has been
attempted. Some of the conclusions rely therefore principally on circumstantial evidence. Partly, this evidence is provided by farmers' statements, who,
after all, have witnessed many of the changes in their environment. The reader
13

is warned that, nearly without a single exception, cassava farmers in the
Kwango-Kwilu are women. 'Farmer' therefore refers to women, unless
indicated otherwise. Thirdly, a focus on crop production has led to a very
superficial treatment of postharvest handling issues, which, in the case of
cassava, is a serious shortcoming.
I can only hope that this study presents a starting point for future work on
shifting cultivation, and that it is helpful for others who wish to analyse (and
perhaps model) shifting cultivation systems.
Chapter 1 provides a overview of the issues in agricultural technology
development in Africa. It discusses the 'African crisis' and the need for
technology development for African fanning systems. In chapter 2 the
literature on the analysis of traditional agriculture as a system, in particular
the farming systems research literature from Francophone Africa, is
reviewed. Because farming systems research is considered too limited for the
analysis of shifting cultivation, a qualitative model based on a hierarchy of
systems is proposed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 discusses the data base and
research methods used in the Kwango-Kwilu. From chapter 5 through
chapter 8, each chapter presents a level of analysis in the hierarchy of systems,
starting with the regional system (chapter 5). This means that the usual order
of analysis in agronomy whereby the crop provides the starting point, is
reversed. However, in the analysis of agriculture in a given region one is
confronted with regional data first, so the 'top-down' order (regional to crop
system) fits the methodological and technical experience in the field. Chapter
6 discusses farming systems in the valleys and table lands of the KwangoKwilu and shows, among other things how a reliance on cassava and female
labour explains most of the flexibility of the system. Chapter 7 shows what
changes have taken place in cropping systems in the course of the last 30 years
during which agricultural output increased dramatically. In chapter 8 the crop
system and the key role of cassava in the system is highlighted. The problem of
measuring cassava yields and the evolution of yields is dealt with in chapter 9.
How national and international cassava research before and after Independence provides a response to the constraints imposed by shifting cultivation, is
discussed in chapter 10. The final chapter (11) draws conclusions, both with
respect to technology development for cassava in shifting cultivation systems,
and with respect to the use of a systems approach in the analysis of shifting
cultivation.
I owe a great debt to many people, who in the course of my work have helped
me in various ways. My first debt is to colleagues and farmers in Zaire, who
took the time to explain to me what seemed obvious in their eyes. In
particular, I have appreciated the collaboration with Citoyen Badjoko, my
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counterpart for nearly three years, with the Zairois Department of
Agriculture, and with the team of the FAO/UNDP project and later of the World
Bank/GTz/Department of Agriculture at Kikwit. Mr Labbens, the UNDP
Resident Representative during most of iny stay, showed an unfailing interest
in my reports 'from the bush'. Citoyenne Mubi looked after me like a mother
and taught me Kikongo. I am grateful tothe missionaries in the Diocese of
Kikwit, in particular the Mission of Kikungj where I spent many hours
walking through cassava fields with R.P. Peters. Mr and Mrs Mestriau always
welcomed me to their house in Feshi and shared their knowledge of the
Kwango-Kwilu with me.
Secondly, I am grateful to the Government of Zaire and to FAO for having
provided me with an opportunity to broaden my perspectives during my
assignment in the country, and for the permission to publish the data collected
in the course of the project.
Thirdly, many people have encouraged me during the writing of this study.
Prof. Michiel Flach and Prof. Niels Roling of the Agricultural University
always seemed to have had great confidence in its outcome and provided many
useful comments. I am very grateful that they never seemed to mind my
transgressions into other disciplines. My colleagues at the Department of
Tropical Crop Science patiently put up with endless phone calls for me,
whenever I was busy at my word processor. Mr R. Boekelman and Mr P.
Holleman provided the excellent drawings. The Word-Processing Centre of
the Agricultural University kindly typed all the tables for me. I also need to
acknowledge the challenging discussions with many students who were higly
interested in the subject of systems analysis in tropical agriculture.
I have appreciated the support of Susan Legene and her team at the Royal
Tropical Institute's Publication Bureau.
Finally, I am indebted to friends and colleagues in the Netherlands and
abroad who, in the course of the years, have discussed many of the underlying
ideas with me. I am particularly thankful to Gerard de Bruijn for his detailed
review of the draft, and to Lodewijk Brunt for his insight and editorial
comments. Among the others who provided encouragement and put up with
my doubts, I want to single out Janice Jiggins, Klarisse Nienhuys and my
parents.
Amsterdam, June 1986
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I DEVELOPING AGRICULTURAL
TECHNOLOGY IN AFRICA

The crisis in Africa: a debate
Anyone involved in agricultural development in sub-Saharan Africa has
probably wondered about the limited transferability of the Green Revolution
successes. If the entry of science into agriculture has led to tremendous
increases in output per unit of land area in many countries in the world,
including several least developed countries, why has this not been generally
true in Africa? Why are yields per hectare in Africa stagnating, or, at best,
increasing at a very slow rate? During the 1970s, African food production
growth grew by a mere 1.3% yearly, a rate not only well below the increase in
total population, but also below that of the rural population. And where total
output increased, it has largely been due to expansion of the area under
cultivation (USDA 1981, World Bank 1981). The alarming figures on the
declining per capita food availability in Africa (table 1.1) have led African and
donor governments to speak of 'the African crisis' (FAO Regional Food Plan
1978, Lagos Plan of Action, 1980). Since the poor record of African
agriculture has occurred over a period when the international community has
focused more than ever on food production, the term crisis points as much to
severe deficiencies in food supply as to the failure of present development
strategies (World Bank 1984).
There have been many attempts at explaining the stagnation in African
agriculture and its poor performance relative to other continents. The causes
have been sought in constraints imposed by the African climate and soils, the
nature of traditional (shifting) agriculture, as well as in the demographic,
social, economic and political conditions of production. There is no doubt
that the potential for increasing outputs in traditional agriculture is limited by
a series of environmental constraints, such as the volume and distribution of
rainfall in the semi-arid regions, and by erosion and leaching in the humid
tropics of Africa. There is general agreement, however, that environmental
constraints do not constitute a sufficient explanation of the African crisis.
1
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Table 1.1 Average index of per capita food production in selected countries (source: World Development
Reports 1983,1984,198S).
COUNTRIES

Average index of per capita food production
1979-81'
1980-82
1981-83
1

China
India
Sub-Saharan Africa
Burkina
Central African Republic
Kenya
Malawi
Sudan
Tanzania
Zaire

111
116
103
_
94
102
85
96
102
91
87

LOWER MIDDLE INCOME COUNTRIES

Indonesia
Philippines
Peru
Colombia
Sub-Saharan Africa
Cameroon
Congo P.R.
Ivory Coast
Nigeria
Zambia
Zimbabwe

LOW INCOME COUNTRIES

1
2

2

110
124
101
_
95
104
88
99
87
88
87

111
119
108
94
100
94
86
101
94
103
93

110

111

105

118
122
84
122
_
101
82
110
91
92
92

117
124
87
124
_
102
81
107
92
87
87

121
113
82
106
93
84
99
108
98
74
79

Notes
1969-71 = 100
1974-76 = 100

Anthony et al. (1979) in their review of eight field studies cite the following
causes of varying productivity between farms and areas: resource endowments
(soils, climate and population densities), the availabihty of improved
technology, current farmer technology, access to markets, and individual
differences between farmers with respect to land, labour and management.
The World Bank (1981), in its well-known Berg Report, attributes the crisis in
African agriculture mainly to political, institutional and economic factors.
These include a scarcity of trained manpower, political instability, the lack of
adapted institutions, high population growth rates, and the economic legacy
of colonialism. Various external factors, such as the deterioration of the
balance of payments, growing cereal imports and declining exports, are
thought to have aggravated the situation.
But the World Bank's analysis is not shared by everyone. While the Berg
Report undoubtedly provides a number of valid explanations at a general
18

level, these are inadequate when it comes to dealing with the concrete
problems of agricultural development in a specific area, let alone the
formulation of research and policy recommendations. Berry (1983) even
questions the notion of agricultural crisis itself, by showing that in Africa
agricultural performance varies greatly from one area and crop to another.
Aggregate production figures cannot do justice to the considerable diversity of
African agriculture, and are subject to serious error. In some cases output may
in fact have declined, but in others surplus may have been channelled into
parallel markets or into higher subsistence consumption. Furthermore, the
crisis in agricultural supply is likely to arise as much from poor distribution as
from declining production.
The present study presents a case from the Kwango-Kwilu region of central
Zaire, a country which is commonly thought to live through a serious crisis in
agricultural production and food supply. It deals with changes in cassava
production by low input farmers against the background of the debate on the
nature and causes of the African crisis. Cassava, and root and tuber crops in
general, have not been included in some of the key sections of the World Bank
analysis of African agriculture (for example, World Bank 1981:65). This
omission is all the more serious since roots and tubers account for a larger
share of total calory production than cereals (Guyer 1984). In Central Africa,
cassava is the dominant crop, and it may be gaining importance in other parts
of the continent by gradually replacing traditional cereals and yams.
Since the publication ofManioc in Africa (Jones 1959) there have been very
few comprehensive studies of cassava production, most of them dealing with
cassava agronomy under controlled conditions. It is therefore unclear to what
extent the current explanations of the African crisis hold true for this crop.
Unfortunately, because of farmers' cultural practices, such as intercropping
and staggered harvesting, cassava statistics are even more unreliable than
those for other crops, so that it is impossible to draw firm conclusions on
overall trends in cassava production. Hahn et al. (1979) attribute the increases
in African cassava production nearly entirely to an expansion in acreages,
while the yield increases account for less than 10% of the total production
increase. However, this can only be a general figure, and little is known on
how cassava production has increased or decreased in specific parts of the
continent.
The case of the Kwango-Kwilu is also interesting because it can provide
insight into the factors that influence cassava production, and in particular the
evolution of yields, area and cultural practices over time. In Zaire it would
seem that increased surplus production of cassava roots and leaves for urban
consumers has been accompanied by a considerable expansion in area and
declining or stagnating yields. This study aims to document changes in
cassava production over time and relate them to changes in the agro-ecological
and socio-economic environment.
19

The lack of improved agricultural technology in Africa
While there is obviously something like a crisis in Africa, its nature and causes
are far from clear. One thing which transcends from the mass of literature and
official documents is that science based technology has had very little or no
impact at all on food production in Africa, with the exception of hybrid maize.
The lack of immediate, on-the-shelf technical solutions for the problems of
African agriculture is often cited as an important explanation of the present
crisis (USDA 1981, World Bank 1981). Many of the technologies required for an
intensification of agriculture in less favoured areas of the continent are not
available. In part, the weakness of agricultural research results from
insufficient funding and the lack of adequately trained and motivated
personnel. However, in recent years, the number of scientists as well as the
expenditure per scientist have increased considerably (World Bank 1984).
The failure of research to develop technology for African agriculture stems
mainly from the fact that much of the recent research efforts have been
inadequately focused. Past research has concentrated on areas of high impact
potential and short-term pay-off, such as irrigated and favourable rainfall and
soil fertility zones (CGIAR/TAC 1985) and on export crops. Consequently, most
improved technologies today cannot be transferred to the more marginal areas
and to African staple crops. The direct transfer of technology developed
elsewhere has not been successful in Africa (Eicher 1984) and such a strategy
also needs to be questioned on theoretical grounds (Roling 1983).
The lack of agricultural technology applies to cassava as well. Although
advances in the development of pest and disease resistant varieties of cassava
are reported by HTA (IITA 1980-1983), there is no widely adapted variety or
technological package that can be disseminated to small farmers in Africa.
2

Strategies of agricultural technology development in
Africa
But it is not just the lack of technology that hampers agricultural development
in Africa, even the strategies for future technology development need to be
questioned. The centralized breeding of widely adapted varieties is only
possible in relation to relatively uniform environments, as in irrigated areas.
For rainfed regions with great ecological and socio-economic diversity,
location-specific research strategies are required. The African cassava belt,
ranging from the humid to the semi-arid regions of Africa, is characterized by
a great variation in climatic and edaphic conditions affecting both cassava
20

